
HOMEWORK GRID ACTIVITIES Y6   SOUTH AMERICA, BENIN AND EVOLUTION   SPRING TERM 2024 

PRACTICAL 
TASKS 

TASK A 
 
Explore these 
MOODBOOSTER 
activities  
 
www.bbc.co.uk/teach/ 
moodboosters/pshe-
ks1-ks2-
boost/z8nnvj6 

TASK B  
Go on a nature walk like 
Charles Darwin. Collect 
examples of different 
specimens.  How many 
different types of leaf or 
rock can you find?  You 
might enjoy making a 
bird feeder! There are 
many instructions on 
the internet.Take a 
photo or make a poster 
of your findings.   

TASK C 
Compose and perform a rainforest dance 
(perhaps with a friend or friends). What 
music would fit with the rainforest 
theme? What movements could you do? 
Choose to video it at home or perform it 
live in front of your class. 
 

TASK D 
Make a board game 
This is definitely one of the most creative 
homework assignments. Come up with an 
idea for a board 
game- perhaps it could 
be about animals or 
evolution. Make cards, 
pawns, draw, write, cut 
and paste; using your imagination to 
create a board game. 

TOPIC TASKS TASK E 
Research conservation 
charities such as the 
World Wildlife Fund, 
to learn about current 
endangered species.  

TASK F 
Can you learn the 
names of the countries 
in South America? 
Bonus points if you can 
learn the capital city for 
each country too! 

TASK G 
Create a true or false quiz about Charles 
Darwin and his scientific expedition on 
HMS Beagle 

TASK H 
Create a piece of art work inspired by the 
art from the Benin Kingdom.  

SOMETHING 

A BIT 
DIFFERENT… 

TASK I 
Write a poem about 
the rainforest or an 
animal found in the 
rainforest. It could be 
a rhyming poem, 
acrostic or haiku.   

TASK J 
Build a replica of the 
school or your house in 
minecraft. It will teach 
you orientation and how 
to read and follow 
instructions. Enjoy!  

TASK K 
Fossils 
Create a poster or piece of art work 
about fossils.  You might draw and label 
different types of fossils.    

TASK L 
Image you could visit any country in 
South America.  How would you get 
there? How much do tickets cost? What 
would you do there? Where would you 
stay?  Plan your trip!  

 
Which award are you 

aiming for? 
GOLD =  any  8  tasks  
SILVER=   any 6 tasks 
BRONZE= any 4 tasks 

 
The final date  
  Easter 2024  

                                     
You can choose to do ANY of the activities in ANY order. Bring them into school at 

the end, or as you complete activities.   

 


